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A search for an uncommon class of compact stellar systems called Ultra Compact Dwarf 

Galaxies was carried out. Using data in the visual wavelength band from the Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey and in the infrared band from UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey, a small subset 

of potential candidates to spectroscopically confirm was conceived. A proposal for one 

night of study using the 4-meter Mayall Telescope was submitted and accepted. The 

observation run was carried out under severe wind conditions that resulted in only enough 

time for 2 targets to be observed. Spectra were extracted and redshifits were obtained for 

both targets. The inferred distance associated with each target’s radial velocity confirmed 

their small physical size as being part of the UCD class. In this paper I present the work 

involved in the process from the conception of the idea to start the search to the observation 

run and analysis thereafter.

I certify that the Abstract is a correct representation of the content of this thesis.
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1. Introduction

a. What are Ultra Compact Dwarfs

Ultra Compact dwarfs are stellar systems that contain considerably more stars 

than globular clusters but have a significantly smaller physical size than a compact 

elliptical galaxy. They were first discovered neighboring large massive galaxies in the 

Fornax Cluster (Hilker et al 1999, Drinkwater et al 2000) and are thought to be a new 

class of objects instead of exceptions to the rule (Phillipps et al 2001). Modern 

advancements in telescopes, CCD’s, and spectrographs have allowed astronomers to 

looker deeper and more clearly at the observable universe. The prior constraints that 

came with imaging the night sky has been shown to preferentially discover objects of 

certain types while excluding others, especially objects with high surface brightness, low 

luminosity, and small angular size (Disney and Phillipps 1983). With photometric 

surveys now utilizing the CCD’s ability to push further down through the background 

noise of the sky, spectroscopic surveys have been constructed out of this data and new 

objects are being discovered (Marzke et al 2010.) Among the new discoveries are 

UCD’s.



b. Why Are they So Important?
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UCD’s make up an important topic for study because they represent a new type of 

galaxy class and only the second new class to be discovered since 1938 when Harlow 

Shapley classified the dwarf spheroidal. They also occupy a region in magnitude-size 

space that is relatively uninhabited by sources of any kind. This gap was originally 

explained by the assumption that there were just no objects that possessed these types of 

properties. Under more careful examination it has been shown that there exist objects that 

do indeed occupy this region but were being missed by large-scale sky surveys because 

of the algorithms used for spectroscopic targeting. Now that this problem has been 

addressed, the discoveries of new stellar systems will play an important role in astronomy 

for years to come. Currently there are under 100 UCD’s found throughout the universe 

which makes them an extremely rare source of interest, even more so than exo-planets, 

by orders of magnitude.

c. Formation Hypotheses

The several competing theories on how these objects formed are as follows: They 

were the product of tidal interactions between a massive galaxy and dwarf elliptical 

nucleus (King 1962, Bekki et al 2001), they are just more luminous globular clusters 

(Mieske et al 2002), they are the products of mergers between stellar super-clusters 

(Fellhauer and Kroupa 2001), and that they originally formed that way as primordial 

dwarf galaxies (Drinkwater et al 2004). Since this class of objects is a relatively new 

discovery, more study on this population is needed to say, with confidence, how these
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interesting stellar systems are formed. I will now discuss each formation hypothesis in 

detail.

i. Tidal Interactions

This model is the most strongly supported theory for the formation of UCD’s. 

Since UCD’s were first discovered in the cores of galaxy clusters, it was thought that they 

must be the remnants of a tidal interaction between a dwarf galaxy and a much more 

massive host galaxy. In this interaction, the host tidally “strips” off all the outer stars and 

gas from the smaller “child” galaxy while leaving the compact nucleus intact. Numerical 

N-body simulations (Bekki, Couch, Drinkwater, & Gregg, 2001; Pfeffer & Baumgardt, 

2013) have shown that only a very small domain of velocity space can give the right 

initial conditions that succeed in the host successfully stripping the outer debris and 

leaving the core of the dwarf galaxy relatively unchanged. This is a good indicator that 

UCD’s are intrinsically rare objects because it takes a very specific set of requirements, 

not inherent to every galactic system, for them to form. This rarity is also reflected in the 

number of known sources. The simulations were able to account for the full range of 

known UCD sizes by varying the eccentricity of the dwarf galaxy’s orbit and the impact 

parameter. It is some pretty powerful evidence that the authors were able to produce in 

order to make their predictions.

Observational evidence for the “tidal stripping” method is offered by the fact that 

most (if not all) UCD’s have been found to be orbiting huge clusters (Chiboucas et al., 

2010; Drinkwater et al., 2013; Ha§egan & Jordan, 2005; Penny et al., 2014; Phillipps &
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Drinkwater, 2001) where conditions are extremely favorable for galaxy-galaxy 

interactions. Empirical factors such as small physical size, red color, internal velocity 

dispersion, metallicity, and proximity to the host galaxy are all expectations of the 

stripping scenario (Penny et al., 2014).

ii. Primordial Dwarf Galaxies

The second leading theory in the formation of UCD’s comes from one of the 

original pioneers that discovered them in the first place (Drinkwater et al 2004) and who 

also supported the threshing model of formation, the latter being the previous theory 

explained above, where the outer envelopes of the dwarf galaxies are stripped off leaving 

the center unblemished. Subsequent observations taken after their original survey have 

revealed additional information that may go against their original thoughts about 

formation. These new observations come from the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey and 

(Hasegan et al 2005) details results concerning UCD’s

The original survey, the Fornax Cluster Spectroscopic Survey (FCSS) turned up 6 

UCD’s that were thought to consist of the bright end of the distribution of this new class 

of galaxy. The ACS Virgo Cluster Survey would point at the Virgo cluster which was an 

ideal candidate to make comparisons from. This is due to the fact that the massive galaxy 

at the center of the Virgo cluster, M87, is very similar in size to the central galaxy in the 

Fornax cluster, NGC 1399. The two clusters also have a very similar surface density of 

dwarf elliptical nucleated galaxies (dE, N). By working with the same instrument used to 

carry out the FCSS, but only taking spectra of objects that met a certain color threshold 

of Bj -  R < 1.6, the observations were able to push down a further magnitude and a half.



This color threshold was chosen because no UCDs were found in the FCSS that were 

above this threshold. The results from the incredible Two- Degree Field (2dF) 400-fibre 

spectrograph on the Anglo-Australian Telescope revealed another 1000 objects with 46 

of them being UCD’s most of which were on the fainter side. This newly revealed 

population of galaxies created a problem with the galaxy threshing model of formation. 

The problem was that the discovery of the large population of fainter UCDs implies that a 

greater number of galaxies were threshed than predicted by the model. This fact was also 

further corroborated when another team (Miseke et al 2004) re-examined the Fornax 

cluster Also, the spatial distribution of the UCDs was much more concentrated toward the 

center of the galaxy cluster and was in stark contrast to the spatial distribution of dwarf 

elliptical galaxies which was more consistent and even throughout the cluster. This poses 

a problem because if the dwarf ellipticals were stripped of their outer envelopes, they 

would remain on their same orbits and thus retain their original spatial distribution.

Another point brought up that goes against the threshing model is that if these 

UCDs were formed by tidal interactions and stripped of their outer envelopes, we would 

expect to find some transition type objects in their evolution from one state to the next. 

The simple fact that the FCSS did not reveal any objects of this nature implies that the 

timescale for transition is extremely small.

Taking these new observations into account, the simplest explanation for all these 

forms of evidence to coexist would be that these objects came from a primordial 

progenitor of dwarf galaxy that originally formed very early around the central galaxies 

of clusters.

5
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iii. Super Cluster Mergers

The next theory for the formation and evolution of UCDs comes to us in the form 

of a numerical gravitational simulation. In exploring the evolution of super star clusters, 

Fellhauer and Kroupa 2002 take a computational approach to gaining insight. By using 

the SUPERBOX particle-mesh code they conduct some experiments to watch the 

evolution of super clusters under the influence of a tidal gravitational field resembling 

that of the Milky Way. The super cluster is itself made up of many smaller clusters of 

stars, each with around 106 solar masses. By varying the density of the super cluster and 

the eccentricity of the orbits stratified into three main cases, different outcomes were 

obtained for resulting merger objects. By plotting existing Milky Way globular clusters 

as well as other dwarf elliptical galaxies on a surface brightness versus magnitude 

diagram, insight is gained by seeing where on the plot these merger objects end up. The 

timestep used for the leapfrog integration was 0.1 Myr and interesting results reveal 

themselves at different stages ranging from 1 Gyr to 10 Gyr. The authors wanted to see if 

the resulting objects portrayed attributes resembling that of some peculiar objects 

discovered previously in a then-recent survey. These objects in question being some of 

the first UCD’s discovered in the Fornax Cluster. The authors were not trying to model 

the orbits of the UCD’s observed, but rather to watch what happens when a super cluster 

is in the presence of a strong gravitational field and observe the characteristics of the 

resulting objects left over. A key take-away from this paper was a resulting merger 

object closely resembled that of Omega Centauri, which conventional wisdom points to 

as being a stellar system that marks the boundary between globular clusters and dwarf



galaxies. The next few paragraphs describe the different scenarios and their revealed, 

unique insights.

For nearly circular orbits, the star clusters merge with high efficiency and form a 

massive object with a relaxation time greater than a Hubble time. This great length in 

relaxation time points to an object that is very stable and so would survive the merging 

event. This merger object forms within a very short and violent period lasting about 5-10 

crossing times. During this phase, the number of remaining star clusters drops 

exponentially, and the merging efficiency is very high.

In the case of a dense distribution of star clusters and orbits having a high level of 

eccentricity, the resulting merger object also forms within a few crossing times. After 

about t = 1 Gyr, the gravitationally bound structure comprised of particles shows a 

diameter of several hundred pc with elliptical envelope but a very dense and circular 

core. This was the most interesting case studied in terms of UCD’s because the results 

portrayed a resulting object that resembled one of them.

iv. More Luminous Globular Clusters

One formation hypothesis leans towards the idea that UCDs are just bigger and 

more luminous Globular Clusters. In other words, they lie at the brighter end of the 

globular cluster luminosity function and merely extend that distribution. In a 

spectroscopic survey investigating the GC population in the Fornax Cluster (Mieske, S., 

Hilker 2002), over 160 spectra were obtained, and 18 confirmed Fornax GC’s were 

measured for their redshift. They were able to show that the Ultra Compact Objects

7



(UCOs) discovered by a previous study (Drinkwater et al. 2000a, Hilker et al. 1999) lied 

well within the bright end of the luminosity function for NGC 1399. They did this by 

figuring out how many GC’s they should be able to observe within their spectrographic 

footprint, the area of the sky searched, given the empirically known GCLF of the Fornax 

Cluster. Evidence that the UCOs did not display a clear magnitude gap from GCs gave 

rise to the notion that these objects were simply more massive and luminous GCs. This 

would mean that the UCDs are not a separate class but rather a smooth transition along 

the brightest end of distribution. Although their sample was rather small (N=18), their 

findings were corroborated by another paper (Minniti et al. 1998) when two more GCs 

were found having magnitude differences less than 0.5 than those of these UCOs. Even 

taking these findings into account, the statistical power needed to satisfactorily conclude 

that the UCOs did not constitute a somehow separate stellar system was simply not 

strong enough. In a subsequent paper (S. Mieske, M. Hilker, and L. Infante 2004) the 

same authors discuss how the distributions observed could more readily be explained by 

the threshing models described in the previous section. They even admit that one of 

UCOs could not be explained through GCs due to its brighter magnitude and how it stood 

out as a peculiar object. In the end they could not confirm or deny either way that UCD’s 

formed through super cluster mergers. This formation hypothesis is therefore the least 

credible of its contemporaries in my opinion. Discussions like this only prove that more 

investigation into these UCDs is necessary and intriguing. It gives motivation to aspiring 

researchers to observe these mystifying objects in more detail.

8
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2. Method: Search for Candidates

The ultimate goal for this research experiment was to find new UCDs that people 

have not discovered before or had misclassified as something else. Just because an object 

resides in a database does not mean that everything is known about it. A couple of crude 

observations yielding values for magnitude, without much accuracy, can be all that is 

known about many objects in the night sky. These observations can lead researchers to 

infer an inaccurate understanding of these objects. When galaxies are studied in detail, 

measurements of the radius, mass, and composition can be obtained leading to a better 

and more robust knowledge about these systems. This disposition more sharply defines 

the goal for this project: To observe, in more detail, compact stellar objects that have not 

been understood clearly. This would ultimately be done in two ways. One would be 

taking spectra of objects that are misclassified as foreground stars to prove that they are 

indeed not stars but compact stellar systems. The other would be to come to the same 

conclusion but on objects that have never been observed before. In searching for 

anything astronomy related, there is a process or a sequence of steps that begins with an 

idea and ends in a discovery. In this section I will explain how the search for UCD 

candidates was originally initiated, how the photometric data was obtained, and what 

techniques were used to identify sources of interest as candidates for spectroscopic 

observation.



a. Beginning the Search: Volume, Brightness, and the Low-Z Catalog
1

In order to begin the search, I needed a place to start. A good place to start for 

any astronomer is with a large set of data. The best-looking set of data that I could get 

my hands on was the NYU Value Added Galaxy Catalog (VAGC; Blanton et al 2005). 

This catalog contains a wealth of information on galaxies within the local universe, with 

z <= 0.3, obtained by combining many different sky surveys together. With photometric 

data in the visual band from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), 

microwave band data from Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 1997), 

and information from various others, all contributing to a very rich collection of data. By 

familiarizing myself with how to work with this dataset, using IDL and Python as my 

tools, I began to see how I could use the VAGC as my point of departure into the search 

for UCDs. In addition to the VAGC there are various other sky surveys that I used 

during the project which I will discuss in more detail later on.

Since the vast majority of known UCD’s are unresolved with ground-based 

imaging, they are commonly classified as stars within these surveys because they are 

intrinsically small and appear as point sources. For every photometric catalog of the sky 

there exists some criteria, which defines the limits of the catalog itself. Most photometric 

surveys are either flux-limited or volume-limited and each contains their own inherent 

biases. A flux-limited survey is one where an object is included in the catalog if the flux 

of light emitted from that object can be observed above a certain cut-off threshold that is 

defined differently for each survey. Basically, the survey will include all objects that are 

brighter than a certain level of brightness. This “threshold” is determined by maximizing

10



the number of objects to be found while minimizing the amount of time spent on the 

whole survey (Fukugita et al., 19%). Since there are a lot more dim objects than bright 

ones in the night sky, one can imagine that by decreasing the flux threshold, therefore 

allowing more dim objects to be incorporated in the realm of the survey, the absolute 

number of objects that are now included in the survey grows substantially. Since one can 

see a bright object much farther away than a dim one, this biases the survey to 

preferentially select bright objects with increasing distance. This effect is widely known 

as Malmquist Bias.
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Figure 1 Here is a plot o f the number o f objects included in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey vs. R- Band magnitude. This 
data was obtainedfrom SciServer’s CasJobs platform which lets users obtain large batches o f data contained within 
the SDSS dataset. This data batch was a slice out o f the DR 12 data release. From the chart we can see the sharp 
increase in the number o f objects included when increasing the magnitude value (lowering the flux) even slightly. For 
example, capping the flux at an apparent magnitude o f 20.5 yields around ~450k objects while at 21.5 the object count 
soars to ~950k.



A volume-limited survey is one where all of the objects within a certain volume 

of space are observed. These types of surveys are often conducted with a particular type 

of object in mind where the researcher knows how bright the object is. That way the 

astronomers conducting the survey have a given range of absolute magnitude to focus on. 

By using the volume constraint along with the absolute magnitude range, one can 

calculate how long to observe in order to capture all of the objects of interest within that 

volume.

What makes this project a rather strenuous undertaking is that UCD’s occupy a range 

of absolute magnitudes that is in the vicinity of -15 < Mv< -11.5 (Phillipps & Drinkwater, 

2001). This range in apparent magnitude is very faint when compared to other galaxies at 

a similar distance. Since the intrinsic luminosity of UCD’s is inherently faint, the 

distance out to which these objects would show up in a flux limited survey is extremely 

small. The combination of the close proximity to neighboring galaxies, explained in 

chapter 1, as well as the small distance out to which one can detect UCD’s in a flux- 

limited survey led me to NYU’s Value-Added Galaxy Catalog (VAGC) as the departure 

point for this whole project. I focused mainly on a subset of the VAGC called the Low-Z 

Catalog. The Low-Z catalog is a database that consists of galaxies with low redshift 

(z <= 0.3, zavg= 0.03) that have had their photometric properties re-examined due to the 

SDSS’s poor ability to obtain accurate photometry for objects with large angular size 

(Blanton et al., 2005). Since the galaxies in the Low-Z catalog all have relatively small 

distances away from Earth, a UCD orbiting one of them would show up in this catalog. I 

will reference the galaxies which I am searching around as “host galaxies” hereafter. In 

essence, I implemented an astrometric proximity search for UCD’s around each host

12



galaxy. After searching the literature, no UCD’s have been found over 150 Kpc from its 

host galaxy. Using the angular position and distance to each galaxy in the Low-Z 

catalog, I calculated the angular separation that corresponded to 150 Kpc. Then I 

searched in multiple sky surveys for all the objects that were within these angular limits. 

In the next section I will go into more detail on just exactly how this was carried out.

b. Star Galaxy Separation

The human eye is very good at detecting patterns and by looking at pictures of 

existing UCD’s, one can get a feel for what one of these objects actually looks like. 

However, if you tried to download all the objects contained within the catalog and then 

look at each one by eye to identify it as a UCD, you would be looking for many years to 

come. Therefore, in order to maximize my chances of finding a potential UCD candidate 

within an already existing catalog, I needed a technique to sift through the swath objects 

that is contained within the data. Remember, the idea would be to find an object present 

within an astronomical catalog that is misclassified as a star or a background galaxy and 

to prove it to be a member of the host galaxy by finding its redshift and therefore the 

distance. When looking at broad-band photometry of astronomical objects, we only have 

measurements for the magnitude for each band. Each band, or filter, covers a range of 

wavelengths and will only let light through if the wavelength of light falls within the 

range. Obtaining the broad band photometric quantities for an object is not dissimilar to 

having sampled the object’s spectrum at specific points where those points are the center 

of each band. In order to differentiate objects from one another, astronomers use a



technique where one compares the difference in magnitudes between two bands as one 

metric and the difference in two other bands as another metric. In astronomy, the 

difference between two different magnitudes if defined as the “color”. In the SDSS there 

are 5 filters labeled u, g, r, i, and z. If one would take an O star and a giant elliptical 

galaxy and plot u-g on the y-axis and i-z on the x axis, you would see that these two very 

different objects fall on very different areas of the plot. In this plot you would be 

comparing the two objects in color-color space. If this plotting is repeated with hundreds 

of thousands of other objects, there are some pretty distinct patterns that start to emerge.

14
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Figure 2 Above is a plot o f a large sample o f objects from the SDSS DR8. The purpose is to show how very distinct 
patterns begin to emerge when plotting thousands o f objects in this color-color space. The most prominent feature is a 
straight line starting from the bottom left and going to the upper right. I f  one takes the colors o f several blackbody 
spectra o f increasing temperature and plot them, you would see they form a straight line. This is called the stellar 
locus and is named as such because stars are well approximated by a blackbody spectrum. The other feature that 
stands out is the little cluster off to the right o f the upper portion o f the stellar locus, which is where the galaxies fall.



Now UCD’s have properties that define them as not quite globular clusters and 

not quite dwarf galaxies and so plotted on this color-color diagram, they would fall right 

in between the stellar locus and the cluster of galaxies. This outlook helped me re-define 

what I actually needed as far as a technique to discern UCD’s from other objects. I 

needed a method for examining the region of color-color space in between objects 

classified as stars and those classified as galaxies. From the plot in Figure 2 above, you 

can see that there is not much space in between the two different features of the stellar 

locus and the cluster of galaxies. I could have drawn a region of interest and just stopped 

there to proceed to look at every single object that fell within these boundaries but that 

would have still landed me with pouring over thousands of objects. By widening this 

particular region in color-color space, one is able to condense the sheer number of objects 

to sift through manually with our eyes. So, it is of the utmost importance to be able to 

separate the stars from the galaxies as much as possible. In order to do this, one must use 

the only thing that astronomers have at their disposal to differentiate luminous objects, 

light. To use light as the great differentiator we must be able to observe these luminous 

objects over as wide of wavelength range as possible. In other words, to use photometry 

in as many bands as possible. Since the u, g, r, i, and, z filters of the SDSS include only 

the optical range of light, in order to probe farther in the wavelength dimension, I would 

need to travel into the infrared region. For this region I looked to the UKIRT survey 

which contains photometric data for astronomical objects in the J, H, and K bands which 

occupy the near infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Again, by making the 

separation between the difference in filter wavelength the greatest, we can differentiate 

the stars most effectively from the galaxies. In Figure 3 below, this technique is clearly

15



illustrated. One can plainly see as the separation is increased, the galaxies detach from 

the stellar locus allowing us to probe the region in between more precisely. It is for this 

reason I chose to use the great optical photometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

DR7 (Abazajian et al., 2009) and the excellent infrared photometry from the UKIRT 

Infrared Deep Sky Survey (Lawrence et al., 2007). These surveys range the gamut of 

filters from u, g, r, i, z to J, H, and K respectively.

Color Color Oiagwn

-OJ * 0  OS t>« OS

Figure 3 This is a series o f color-color diagrams o f the entire data set used to conduct the search. A selection o f 
important photometric flags was set to ensure clean data. Also, a signal-to-noise ratio o f 10 was usedjust to show 
relatively bright sources with real but not excessive scatter. Starting from the top left and ending in the bottom right is 
a sequence showing how increasing the spectral baseline in a color-color diagram separates the stars (blue) from the 
galaxies (red). Also, the cross in each plot represents a difference o f half a magnitude in each direction for scale. 
Another interesting feature that appears as the sequence progresses is the bimodal distribution ofgalaxies dubbed the 
“Blue Hill”, “Red Mountain" and the “Green Valley" (Schawinski eta l, 2014; Strateva et al., 2001).

Color Cola-Diagram
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c. Data Retrieval

To obtain the sources and their properties I first had to formulate the technique 

described in the previous section into search query language, also known as SQL. This is 

a relatively simple concept in words but putting it into action required some actual 

thought and thorough work. Many hours were spent learning good SQL technique in 

order to properly extract the information I needed and being confident in how I was 

searching for it. I also had to download the constructed data set from two different data 

archive servers: WFCAM Science Archive (WSA) for UKIDSS and Catalog Archive 

Server (CAS) for SDSS. I implemented my proximity search by using Python’s urllib 

and simple HTTP POST requests to send my query to the desired server. On the WSA, 

the designers and engineers working for the survey had kindly created a clone of the most 

important table from SDSS called PhotoObjAll. This feature really allowed for ease of 

joining of the catalogs. When developing my code and practicing posting requests to 

WSA, I casually encountered the character limit per query restriction on their database. 

To get around this obstacle, I systematically separated my large query into many batches 

of smaller ones. I then sent each of the batches to the WSA in a simple loop. A sample 

of one such request can be found in the Appendix. Each query resulted in a separate file 

and more specifically, one file of data was obtained containing all the sources 

neighboring within 150 Kpc of one host galaxy. After I had all the files downloaded, it 

was an easy task to stitch them all together to create my final data set. That concludes the 

data retrieval section. In the next section I will discuss about how the candidates for 

spectroscopic observation were selected
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d. Candidate Selection

To choose UCD candidates from the data set for spectroscopic observation out of 

the data set, I needed a way to select objects that looked like UCD’s. For this I looked to 

the literature regarding the data for the colors of known UCD’s and plotted them on the 

same color-diagram to see where they would fall. I then qualitatively drew a region of 

interest that encapsulated all the known UCD’s with SDSS data. I then extended this 

region to include sources trailing off the red sequence all the way up to the stellar locus. 

This region of interest can be seen in Figure 4. By proceeding in this manner, I felt I 

would capture the most candidates while excluding the most stars. Figure 5 demonstrates 

how prevalent this star-contamination problem really is.

1.2 

1.0

0.8

0 6

0.4

0.0
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

J-K

Figure 4 A diagram o f optical versus infrared colors for all the sources in my data set. The red sequence for galaxies 
can be seen to the right and the stellar locus to the left. The shape shown in the plot is the section o f color-color space 
where the UCD candidates were drawn from. Known UCD’s from the Virgo cluster (Evstigneeva, Gregg, Drinkwater, 
& Hilker, 2007) are plotted (open squares) as well as a proto-typical compact elliptical (Faber, 1973) NGC 5846A 
(solid square) which was a first indicator o f the existence o f this new class o f stellar systems.



Figure 5 On the left we have a density contour plot showing hew many sources per square bin occupy the different 
regions o f color-color space. On the right we have 4 histograms showing source counts per bin in different cuts along 
the g-r color. This figure's purpose is to show hew as one presses the region o f search closer and closer to the stellar 
sequence, the number o f star-like objects increases dramatically thereby grossly contaminating the candidate catalog 
with stars without gaining much in terms o f galaxy counts.

The spectroscopic targeting algorithm used by the SDSS (Strauss et al., 2002) 

flags an object for spectroscopic observation, PrimTarget=l, if the difference between 

the PSF magnitude and a model-fitted magnitude is greater than 0.3. Previous work has 

been done to find UCD’s present within the SDSS (Chilingarian & Bergond, 2010; 

Chilingarian & Mamon, 2008) by simply searching the databases for objects with 

properties that are reminiscent of UCD’s and that have already been spectroscopically 

observed. The properties of merit are the small physical size and intermediate magnitude 

range between GC’s and cE’s. Since these compact objects were already present within 

the SDSS and had a spectrum, I called these the low-hanging fruit. When I got my hands 

on the data, all of the low hanging fruit was already picked. I was left to ponder through 

the newly created data set for objects that lie within my region of interest and that were



not already observed spectroscopically. Once I had my list of coordinates from all of the 

objects that were inside my region of interest I then proceeded to look, with my eyes, at 

the photographs of these objects in the SDSS. I used the image list tool which can be 

found here: http://skyserver.sdss.org/drl2/en/tools/chart/list.aspx. From the images 

themselves I had to discern if each was a potential candidate or not. What really helped 

me during this process was that I had already the images of some previously discovered 

UCD’s. I committed those images to memory and used the visual properties of these 

already discovered objects as the selection criteria for my candidate selection. A sample 

of some known UCD’s can be found in Figure 6.

After many days of pouring over the images turned up from my region of interest, 

I really had nothing to show for myself that even closely resembled an object that looked 

like the ones that were confirmed. I did a second pass through the data retrieval process, 

with less strict constraints on the distance from the host galaxy and put together an even 

bigger catalog of data. This second pass contained an order of magnitude more objects 

and proved to be more promising. After comparing each image gathered to the visual 

properties of other known UCDs I finally whittled down the list to a set of a few dozen 

objects that showed a glimmer of promise. From that dozen, my team, mentor Ron 

Markze, and I selected only one that was worthy of actually spending money on telescope 

time on observing. This was exactly the process I went through to select my candidate.

In the next section comes the actual science of observing at Kitt Peak National 

Observatory and reducing the spectra to get a final redshift for my candidate.
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Figure 6 This figure shows 7 known UCD's discovered previously through Hubble Space Telescope. The objects we 
are looking at are located in the exact center o f each image. The purpose o f this figure is to show how UCD’s actually 
look to the human eye. These objects were used heavily in judging to dismiss or preserve a potential candidate in the 
selection process. In the images one can see how the objects have a very bright center and that brightness really 
continues, going radially outward, almost to the very edge o f the object. That is the signature o f high surface 
brightness. With these images as my guide I  was able to sift through thousands o f objects to select my candidate.



3. Results

a. Observations at Kitt Peak National Observatory

After the proposal was accepted for the night of April 15th, the preparation for the 

observation run began. Since we were only allotted one night on the 4-meter telescope, 

time optimization was a must. We started this process by selecting which objects to 

observe at what times throughout the night. We organized the targets by our confidence 

level for confirming a candidate as a UCD as well as rise and set times. With the 

schedule in place, our research team flew to Tucson, Arizona to begin the fun part of the 

project. When we arrived at the mountain, the conditions upon Kitt Peak were very 

disadvantageous for astronomical observation. Less than an hour after the calibration 

images were taken, the wind began to climb upwards of 40 mph. When observation of 

our first target began, we could feel the building that housed the giant 4-meter telescope 

start to shake and the wind speedometer rise over 65 mph. The telescope operator told us 

if the current conditions held that we would have to shut down immediately. In light of 

these circumstances our team figured it was better to get a couple confirmed successes 

instead of many failures. So, we decided to devote the remainder of the observing run to 

our 2 most confident targets. One was located neighboring M59 and the other around the 

Sombrero Galaxy (M l04). We took 2 images for each target with 15 minutes per 

exposure. These exposures were taken using the Mayall 4-meter telescope at KPNO with 

the R.C. Long Slit Spectrograph along with the Tektronix 2KA CCD. More exposures 

would have been ideal, but the weather would not allow it, nor would the telescope 

operator. Luckily since the targets are intrinsically very compact, high surface brightness
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sources, a relatively short integration time is needed to acquire a sufficient signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) for each image. On a more typical observing run, one would always record 

an image of the guide camera for each source to double check that the telescope was 

indeed pointing at the correct source. During the panic of this run we failed to remember 

to capture exactly this; a major problem that will be discussed further in the results 

section. Next, I will go into detail about the process I went through in order to analyze 

these exposures to extract their spectra and eventually the radial velocity or redshift.

b. Analysis with IRAF

I used the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) to process each 

spectrum from its raw state to its final state. Getting my IRAF environment installed, set

up, and configured correctly was half the battle. The process that I took to analyze each 

spectrum was conducted in a standard way when it comes to Astronomy and capturing 

the light from distant objects with Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD). At the time of 

observation there are many calibration images that are taken in order to correct for the 

fluctuations, noise, and voltage offset that are introduced into each image. I will go into 

each of the steps of analysis briefly to describe the procedure. All of these steps are taken 

in order to accurately measure the amount of light being produced by the object without 

anything else extra.
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i. Combining Images

During the observation run at KPNO, we were able to observe two of our main 

targets. For reach target we took two 15-minute exposures. In astronomy, we take 

multiple exposures and then combine them into one image to increase the signal-to-noise 

ratio while also removing any cosmic rays from the resulting image. This process was 

handled in the usual way using IRAF’s procedure IMCOMBINE. Below we have the 

raw combined exposures of each target.

Figure 7 Here are the raw spectra from the M59 candidate (Top) and the M104 candidate (Bottom). Each image was 
made by combining two 15-minute exposures. The main targets are the bright stripes directly in the middle. We can 
see the top target had a much higher SNR than the bottom. The evidence for this is simply that the top stripe is much 
brighter. Other sources that just happened to be caught on the slit can be seen as the other stripes above and below the 
main targets. These played an important role in trying to confirm each source by the special distribution o f each stripe 
on the image



ii. Overscan, Bias, and Trimming

Each pixel’s voltage that is read out from the CCD directly corresponds to the brightness 

of a pixel that you see on the final image, all pixels except those that are present within 

the overscan region. The “overscan region” of each image is a portion of the image that 

does not correspond to any pixel on the CCD. One can think of this region as an excess 

portion that needs to be trimmed off so that the digital image will exactly resemble the 

pixels on the device measuring the light. Recording the overscan region however allows 

us to measure a base offset of voltage that is inherent to the device. This base offset is 

caused by thermal variations in temperature of the physical device and an innate, as well 

as intentional, amplification of the analog-to-digital converter. This intentional offset 

ensures that a positive value for each pixel, and not a negative one, is recorded. The 

overscan level is a good measurement of the average bias’s influence on the CCD at the 

time that the image was taken. Below in Figure 8 is an example of a flat field image and 

the corresponding overscan region. The individual pixel-to-pixel variations in this bias 

offset are corrected for by taking some zero second exposures, which we did as part of 

the observation run, to see how the bias level fluctuates across the chip. I used the IRAF 

task ZEROCOMBINE to construct my zero-image using the median flag instead of the 

average flag due to its nature to be less dominated by outliers. This was done since we 

did not have an abundance of zero images. The overscan and trimming step is 

conveniently taken care of for us automatically as part of the IRAF procedure if the 

process variable is set to True. A bad-pixel map is also constructed when the fix-pix 

parameter is set to True. The required parameters must be set on each of the image 

headers for this to happen correctly. Once I had created my zero-image, I could subtract



this from each of the science images to remove electron counts not directly attributed to 

photons coming from the object being observed.

N0A0/1RAF V2.16 .1 legoO R u s s e l l a - M a c B o o k - P r o . l o c a l  S u d  2 1 : 0 9 :1 8  Q 9 - J u n - 2 0 t  
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Column ( p i x e l s )
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Figure 8 X-Axis = Column Number o f the CCD. Y-Axis = Analog Digital Units (ADU).

Top: an example o f a flat field image taken during the course o f an observation within the [RAF splot graphics window.

Bottom: A zoomed-in portion o f the image corresponding to the overscan region o f the CCD. The overscan level 
corresponds to the flat lined region past column 2050.



iii. Flat Fielding

Now that 1 had the unwanted noise subtracted from my science images, I could 

then move on to correct for the non-uniformity adjustment that is characteristic to every 

telescope. Since CCD’s, lenses, and mirrors are not perfect, there is an intrinsic signature 

that is left upon each image taken with a telescope. This mark can originate from 

imperfections in chip, aberrations in the mirror, and even specs of dust. The removal of 

these effects was handled in the usual way by constructing a flat-field image made from 

many exposures taken of a uniform source. The source can be anything of constant 

illumination such as the sky during daylight hours or of the observatory dome while well- 

lit with a bright light. We opted for using the natural sky while the sun was still up. I 

constructed my flat-field image by using the IRAF task FLATCOMBINE with the 

average instead of median, since I had a lot of flats taken, and the reject flag set to sigclip 

instead of avgsigclip because of its more robust nature of using individual pixel sigma 

values to reject. Below in Figure 9 is the resulting flat-image constructed. Lastly, for 

spectroscopy, we need to average over the response of the instrument which is done with 

the IRAF task RESPONSE.

Figure 9 The final flat-field constructed using IRAF's FLA TCOMBINE and RESPONSE. The constant source was 
suing the sky during evening. It is interesting to see the optical aberrations towards the right side o f the image and the 
vignetting in small amounts towards the top and bottom. One can also see the specs o f dust on the mirror
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iv. Extracting and Calibrating Spectra

Once all the extraneous components were removed and corrected for, I could then 

proceed to extract the spectra from the science images. This was the fun part of the 

analysis section where I got to extract and examine the actual fruit of all my labor thus 

far. There are several steps in order to correctly extract and calibrate the spectrum from 

each exposure and so I will go step by step. I relied heavily upon the excellent guide by 

(Phil Massey 1992) to achieve this progression.

We must first take the 2-dimensional science image and extract the 1-dimensional 

spectra. This is done through the IRAF procedure APALL. This procedure essentially 

traces the bright signal through the 2D array and fits the values of the trace to a ID array. 

This is needed since the wavelength direction is not exactly aligned with the position of 

the CCD. There are many intricacies of this procedure that I will not go into here but 

interested readers are encouraged to read the IRAF Spectroscopy guide mentioned above.
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Figure 10 Top: Raw Science 2D Image o f Ml 04 candidate after correcting for Bias and Flat fielding.

Middle: Showing the aperture editor within IM F ’s APALL procedure that extracts the ID spectrum from the 2D 
science image.

Bottom: The extracted spectrum from the result o f running APALL. The units on the y-axis are in ADU. We can see 
that the spectrum is rather noisy. Since UCD's are inherently faint, this is typical for the amount o f time spent in the 
exposure. I  was happy with getting the spectrum even to this level ofSignal-to-noise with the inhospitable condition at 
KPNO.



Now that I had the raw extracted spectrum for each target, I needed to calibrate 

the dispersion axis to reflect that of wavelength instead of pixel. For this to happen we 

need to construct a dispersion solution which ultimately tells which pixel corresponds to 

what wavelength and then apply this solution to our spectrum. This step is conceptually 

achieved by taking an exposure of a standard lamp spectrum with known emission lines. 

By knowing at which wavelengths the emission lines of the lamp’s spectra should fall, 

we can know which pixel corresponds to what wavelength and thus construct the 

dispersion solution for every pixel. For our comparison lamp spectrum, I used that of a 

Helium, Neon, and Argon (HeNeAr) lamp. I used the same APALL procedure to extract 

the lamp spectrum using the same aperture settings and then used the IDENTIFY 

procedure to mark which emission lines present correspond to known emission lines.

The raw and extracted comparison lamp spectrum is shown below in Figure 11.
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Figure II Top: The raw science image o f the HeNeAr lamp after correcting for bias and flat fielding. 

Bottom: The lamp spectrum created after using APALL to extract and IDENTIFY to mark emission lines.
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Figure 12 Top: The wavelength calibrated spectrum for the M l 04 candidate. Y Axis is in ADU 

Bottom: The wavelength calibrated spectrum for the M59 candidate. Y Axis is in ADU.



After I had the comparison spectrum extracted and calibrated, I then used the 

routine DISPCOR to actually apply the dispersion solution to the extracted spectra for the 

two targets we observed. The last step in calibration is the flux calibration which takes 

the y-axis from analog digital units (ADU) to units of flux. This is conceptually done by 

taking a spectrum of a comparison star with a known flux and comparing the flux in the 

spectrum to that of its known values. One must usually choose a star that is visible at the 

same time of observation as your intended target so that an accurate comparison can be 

drawn by taking an exposure with the same observation conditions. I chose Fiege34 as 

our comparison star to aide in our flux calibration step. I took an exposure of Fiege34 

during our observation run and using the steps described above, extracted and 

wavelength-calibrated the spectrum. By using the procedure CALIBRATE I was then 

able to flux-calibrate my targets spectrum into units of Flux which were erg/cm2/s/Ang.
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Figure 13 The final wavelength and flux calibrated spectrum o f the M104 Sombrero UCD candidate. This is the final 
fruit o f this whole project's effort. Since a flux calibration is not necessary to obtain a redshift from a spectrum, I  did 
not carry out the process witht the M59 candiate.
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v. Obtaining Radial Velocity and Redshift

Now that I had a flux and wavelength-calibrated spectrum, the last step in the analysis 

was to actually obtain a redshift for my target candidate. This is conceptually done by 

using the spectrum of a source with a known redshift and then cross-correlating the target 

spectrum to that. In this fashion, one can see how redshifted the absorption lines in the 

target’s spectrum compared to that of the standard spectrum. This whole process is 

calculated by the IRAF procedure XCSAO in RVSAO package. I used Fiege34 and 

HD51440 as my comparison spectrum for the Ml 04 candidate and M59 candidate 

respectively. I fed in the templates for each target into the XCSAO procedure to extract a 

redshift for my target. Below in Figure 14 is the output of the procedure. The final 

measured redial velocity obtained for the M l04 candidate was CZ = 907 ±156 km/s with 

a fairly high confidence level shown in the R confidence of 2.49. The measured radial 

velocity for the M59 candidate was CS = 1020 ± 78 km/s with a very strong R value of 

9.20. This concludes the analysis portion of this paper. Next, I will go into what these 

results mean in the grand scheme of this project and any remaining details left worth 

mentioning.
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Figure 14 The output o f the XCSAO procedure run upon the Ml 04 and M69 candidates. This proedure extracts a 
radial velocity and therefor a redshit from a target source using a known source by a method o f cross-correlation. 
This was the final state o f analysis that I had to achieve in order to complete this project.



c. Discussion and Conclusion

For this section I will be talking about the process as a whole, the results acquired, 

and what the observations mean to this project. The goal of this project was to find 

compact stellar systems called Ultra-Compact Dwarf Galaxies. These systems typically 

have physical radii between 10 and 200 parsecs with a high surface brightness profile. 

They are mostly found within the vicinity of other galaxy clusters ranging out to 150 kpc. 

An initial search through a catalog of objects created from data combined from SDSS and 

UKIDSS revealed only handful of candidates worthy of devoting telescope time to 

spectroscopically confirm. A proposal to observe these candidates using the Mayall 4-m 

telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory was submitted and accepted. The 

observation was carried with the intention to take spectra for all the candidates. Due to 

poor observation conditions there was only time enough to spectroscopically observe 2 

targets: one next to M104 and one next to M59. Two 15-minute exposures were taken 

for each object using the Long-Slit RC spectrograph with a Tektronix 2KA CCD. 

Analysis of the images was carried out using IRAF and a radial velocity was obtained 

from each extracted spectrum.

Table 1: Photometric Properties from SDSS of Both Targets

Candidate Name r-Band Magnitude 

(apparent magnitude)

DeVaucouler Eff. Radius 

(arcsec)

M104 UCD 1 (Sarah) 17.992998 0.239755

M59 UCD 1 17.218023 0.373454
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For the M104 candidate (the “Sarah” Galaxy), a redshift of 0.003 ± 0.0005 was 

obtained with a R confidence value of 2.49. This value of the redshift and using 

Hubble’s Law for finding distance yields a value of 13 ± 2.3 Mpc with Ho = 67.8 

km/s/Mpc. This distance is in good agreement with the accepted value for the distance of 

the M104 galaxy of 13.34 ± 0.94 Mpc. This means that the M104 candidate is confirmed 

to be at the same distance and therefore be a UCD. I was able to calculate an effective 

physical radius of 14.5 parsecs using the inferred distance and the effective radius in 

arcseconds from the SDSS.

Table 2 Measured Properties o f Both Targets

Candidate Name Radial Velocity Distance Effective Radius

(Mpc) (pc)

M104 (Sarah) 907 ± 156 13 ±2.3 14.5

M59 UCD1 1020 ±78 15 ±1.2 27

For the M59 candidate, a redshift of 0.0034 ± 0.0003 was obtained with an R value of 

9.2. Since the SNR of this spectrum was so much higher, as seen by the sheer number of 

counts, we were able to get a much higher confidence value. Again, using Hubble’s Law 

we obtain a physical distance to the target of 15 ± 1.2 Mpc which is in good agreement 

with the distance to the M59 galaxy which has an accepted distance of 15.65 ± 1.10 Mpc. 

Similarly, as with the previous target, I used the angular effective radius from the SDSS 

as well as the distance in order to infer a physical radius of 27 parsecs.



The small physical sizes of each target lie within the range of scale for UCD’s 

chronicled in the literature. Our team was able to use a novel search technique utilizing 

color-color diagrams in order to unearth 2 previously undiscovered compact stellar 

systems. In conclusion, from the results obtained from this project, our team was able to 

search for and confirm the existence of 2 more Ultra Compact Dwarf Galaxies.
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A bstract of Scientific Justification (will be made publicly available for accepted proposals):
We propose spectroscopic confirmation of candidate compact-elliptical galaxies and ultra-compact 
dwarfs detected in the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey By combining UKIDSS J K  imaging 
with ugriz imaging from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, we have identified compact sources whose 
surface brightness profiles are poorly distinguished from foreground stars but whose colors distin
guish them as composite stellar populations. The depth of UKIDSS is well matched to the SDSS 
for evolved, low-redshift stellar populations, and the broad wavelength baseline allows a particu
larly clean distinction between individual stars and stellar populations in color space. This clean 
distinction allows us to search for compact stellar systems at greater distances and in a wider 
range of environments than were previously accessible. Here, we request one night at the KPNO 
4m to measure redshifts of these candidates with RCSPEC. Our small sample represents a first 
step toward an unbiased sample of compact stellar systems based on wide-field near-IR and optical 
imaging. Because such galaxies are so rare and because so few have been identified, this small but 
unbiased sample has the potential to place important constraints on the abundance of galaxies at 
the nexus between compact elliptical galaxies and ultra-c.ompact dwarfs.

Summary of observing runs requested for this project
Run Telescope Instrument No. Nights Moon Optimal months Accept, months

1 KP-4m RCSPL -I- T2KA 1 dark Feb - Apr Feb - May
2
3
4
5
6

Scheduling constraints and non-usable dates (up to four lines).
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| Scientific  Justification  | Be sure to include overall significance to astronomy. For standard proposals 
limit text to one page with figures, captions and references on no more than two additional pages.

The observed structure of elliptical galaxies m otivated early models of galaxy formation and remains 
one of the  definitive tests of modern theory. The observed scaling relations between luminosity, 
surface brightness and effective radius have played a particularly im portant role in the  the devel
opm ent of the  cold dark m atter model (Faber, Blumenthal k. Primack 1984, Dekel & Silk 1986). 
These scaling relations divide elliptical galaxies into two families with markedly different structural 
properties (Kormendy 1977, Binggeli, Sandage & Tarenghi 1984, Bender, Burstein & Faber 1992). 
In the  giant elliptical (gE) family, surface brightness decreases with luminosity, while in the dwarf 
elliptical (dE) family, the opposite is true. Large spiral bulges are, for the  m ost part, structurally 
and kinematically similar to  fainter members of the  gE family (Kormendy & Illingworth 1982), 
perhaps suggesting a  common origin. Near the faint, high-surface-brightness extrem e of the giant 
elliptical scaling relations lie a  few enigmatic dwarfs: the compact elliptical galaxies M32, NGC 
4486B, and NGC 5846A.

Figure l a  gives a modern view of these scaling relations based on the  Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
(SDSS). We have adapted this figure from Shen et al. (2003), adding our own analysis of more 
recent SDSS imaging of Virgo dEs along with three known compact elliptical galaxies th a t fall 
within the SDSS DR7 footprint, one of which is newly discovered (Marzke e t al., in preparation). 
The well-known dichotomy is clear: dEs lie along the  extrapolation of the disk-galaxy sequence, 
while compact ellipticals fall along the extrapolation of the gE sequence.

Although the structural similarity between compact and giant ellipticals hints a t a  common origin, 
the  proximity of all known compact ellipticals to massive companions suggests th a t tidal interactions 
play a  role (King 1962), either during their formation (Burkert 1994) or over th e  course of their 
evolution (Faber 1973a). In one view (Nieto 1990, Bekki et al. 2001), M32 is interpreted as 
th e  rem nant bulge of a  spiral galaxy stripped of its disk by M31. Alternatively, some of the 
compact elliptical galaxies discovered so far may be the  few remaining relics of an early stage of 
spheroid formation, for which the  primary evidence is the discovery of significant evolution in the 
size-magnitude relation of evolved galaxies between z  ~  1 and today (van Dokkum et al. 2010, 
Damjanov et al. 2009). Despite extensive study of their structure (Kent 1987, Choi et al. 2001, 
Graham  2002), stellar populations (Faber et al. 1973b, Davidge 1991, Bender et al. 1993) and 
kinematics (Bender et al. 1992), compact elliptical galaxies remain poorly understood, in no small 
pa rt because so few have been identified (Chilingarian & Gilles 2010,Trujillo e t al. 2009). Indeed, 
the  discovery of two M32 counterparts in HST imaging of Abell 1689 (Mieske et al. 2005) and 
th e  discovery of much fainter, ultra-com pact dwarfs in nearby clusters (Drinkwater et al.. 2001, 
Hasegan e t al. 2005, Jones et al. 2006, Price et al. 2009, Chiboucas e t al. 2010) suggest th a t 
compact stellar systems are, a t the  very least, under-represented in traditional galaxy surveys.

Because compact ellipticals and UCDs are difficult to  distinguish from foreground stars in the 
ground-based seeing characteristic of wide-field imaging surveys (Fig lb ) , unbiased searches have 
so far been restricted to  small volumes and special environments, where HST resolution and m ulti
object spectroscopy are effective survey tools. Fortunately, the  U V /near-IR  colors of compact 
ellipticals distinguish them  from the stellar foreground (Fig. 2) even if their unresolved surface 
brightness profiles do not. The increasing availability of deep near-IR photom etry over a significant 
portion of the  northern sky now enables efficient, system atic searches for compact stellar systems 
over significant volumes of the field. Using this technique, we have identified a first sample of 
13 sources in the UKIDSS DR7 footprint th a t have colors consistent with compact ellipticals or 
UCDs, poorly resolved surface brightness profiles, and are projected within 100 kpc of a  bright, 
low-redshift galaxy. We request one night a t the  KPNO 4m to  obtain redshifts for these sources.
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Figure 1: (a) The size-magnitude relation for SDSS galaxies measured by Shen et al. (2003) updated 
to include more recent SDSS coverage of the Virgo region. Open squares indicate galaxies with 
Sersic profiles steeper than n =  2.5; open triangles indicate n <  2.5. Virgo dEs are shown as open 
circles and known compact ellipticals as filled squares, (b) simulation of star/galaxy separation 
in the photometric pipeline of the SDSS for galaxies with surface brightness profiles comparable 
to M32. At distances beyond the Virgo cluster, M32 counterparts beyond the Virgo Cluster are 
unresolved in typical SDSS seeing.

Figure 2: The optical/near-IR color-color diagram of sources drawn from UKIDSS/SDSS and 
projected near bright, low-redshift galaxies. The sequence on the left is the stellar locus; the galaxy 
red sequence is clearly seen to  the right. The marked region of interest includes red-sequence 
galaxies a t z < 0.03 as well as known ultra  compact dwarfs (indicated by open squares). One of 
the three prototypical compact elliptical galaxies, NGC 5846A, is plotted as the solid square.

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Seeing FW H M  (mrcieconds)
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Figure 3: Example images of compact elliptical and UCD candidates in our sample. Several of the 
candidates lie very near their brighter companions. Others lie closer to the 100 kpc boundary of 
our survey and thus appear more isolated (see image at lower right).
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E x p e rim en ta l D esign Describe your overall observational program. How will these observations 
contribute toward the accompiisiiment of the goals outlined in the science justification? I f  you've requested 
long-term status, justify why this is necessary for successful completion of the science, (limit text to one 
page)

At the heart of our strategy is the outstanding near-IR photometry now available from UKIDSS and 
the comparable optical imaging available from the SDSS. Our approach to  distinguishing compact 
galaxies from foreground stars is simple: the broad-band spectra of evolved stellar populations look 
like G and K stars in the optical but more like K and M stars in the near-infrared. At fixed S/N, 
galaxies are most easily distinguished from the stellar locus when the wavelength difference between 
the two indices of a  color-color diagram is largest.

Figure 2 shows that the broad wavelength baseline now available from UKIDSS/SDSS allows us 
to identify even faint systems comparable to the UCDs discovered thus far in the Virgo Cluster 
(Hasegan et al. 2005, Jones et al 2006). Although the stellar populations of these faint, relatively 
blue UCDs lie close to the stellar locus in optical colors alone, they are sufficiently offset from the 
stellar locus in the g — r  vs. J  — K  plane that stellar foreground contamination can be reduced by 
more than an order of magnitude. This reduction makes it possible to  execute efficient, wide-field 
spectroscopic surveys of compact, poorly resolved galaxies a t the low-luminosity end of the red 
sequence.

We select our candidates as follows: first, we identify a  sample of bright galaxies a t z  <  0.03 
from the LOWZ sample of the SDSS Value-Added Catalog (Blanton et al. 2005). In constructing 
this sample of primary galaxies, we include all red-sequence galaxies with luminosities brighter 
than M . +  1 in the r-band. Importantly, this sample includes galaxies found in a  wide range of 
environments, from the cores of rich clusters to the low-density field. Next, we search UKIDSS 
and SDSS for all sources that are 1) projected within 100 kpc of these bright primary galaxies, 
2) have UKIDSS J, K  aperture magnitudes and SDSS g, r  model magnitudes with S/N  >  10, 3) 
have clean photometric flags in both surveys, and 4) would have r-band absolute magnitudes in 
the range -12 to -17.5 (corresponding to the UCD/compact-elliptical range) if their redshifts match 
their primary companion. Finally, we select poorly-resolved sources whose J  — K  and g — r  colors 
place them within the region of interest that includes low-redshift red-sequence galaxies and UCDs 
but excludes as many stars as possible (Fig. 2).

As in the SDSS, our measure of the difference between the candidates’ surface brightness profiles and 
the stellar PSF is the difference (call it A) between the SDSS model magnitude and the SDSS PSF 
magnitude. When A is just greater than 0.14 mag, the SDSS photometric pipeline considers the 
source barely resolved, but the SDSS spectroscopic pipeline does not target sources unless A >  0.3 
mag (Strauss et al. 2006). By selecting sources in the region in-between the SDSS photometric and 
spectroscopic thresholds, (0.14 <  A <  0.3) we identify sources most likely to  be compact galaxies 
rather than stars. It is worth noting in this context that one of the compact elliptical galaxies 
discovered in our earlier, optical-only survey (shown in Fig la) had A =  0.22 mag.
From an initial sample of several hundred thousand sources, these selection criteria narrow the 
field to only 77 sources. We examined the SDSS and UKIDSS images of each of these remaining 
sources and eliminated all sources likely to be double stars, unflagged artifacts, or in a  few cases, 
background galaxies (based, for example, on their likely association with background clusters, 
typically a t redshifts near 0.1).
The 13 sources that remain constitute our high-priority sample of compact elliptical and UCD 
candidates. Low-resolution spectroscopy at S/N~10 is sufficient to determine redshifts for these 
candidates and thus to confirm or reject the hypothesis that they are truly compact galaxies asso-



d a ted  with their nearby primary.

Proprietary Period: None
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| U se o f  O ther Facilities or Resources 1 (1) Describe bow the proposed observations complement 
data from non-NOAO facilities. For each of these other facilities, indicate the nature of the observations 
(yours or those of others), and describe the importance of the observations proposed here in the context of 
the entire program. (2) Do you currently have a grant that would provide resources to support the data 
processing, analysis, and publication of the observations proposed here?"

Faint, compact galaxies are both difficult to find and, a t least in some respects, difficult to study. 
This proposal addresses the first problem. Once the galaxies are identified, the second problem is 
solved using high-resolution imaging in the optical (HST) and high-resolution imaging and spec
troscopy in the near-IR (laser-guided AO on 8-10m class telescopes). Our team used Gemini/NIRI 
and laser-guided AO observations to measure the K-band surface brightness profile of a  newly 
discovered compact galaxy (which a t an absolute r-band magnitude of -15 lies right in the middle 
of the gray area between compact ellipticals and ultra-compact dwarfs). These observations were 
obtained during Brazilian time, and the analysis constituted the Masters thesis work of Jon Brix. 
This work is currently being prepared for submission to the ApJ.

Our work on compact galaxies is supported by an NSF-RUI grant to the PI of this proposal.

| P revious U se o f  NO AQ  Facilities j List allocations of telescope time on facilities available through 
NOAO to the PI during the last 2 years for regular proposals, and at any time in the past for survey proposals 
(including participation of the P I as a Co-I on previous NOAO surveys), together with the current status of 
the data (cite publications where appropriate). Mark with an asterisk those allocations of time related to 
the current proposal. Please include original proposal semesters and ID numbers when available.

None during the past two years.
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O bserving R un D eta ils for R un 1: K P -4m /R C S P L  +  T 2K A

Technical D escription Describe the observations to be made during this observing run. Justify the 
specific telescope, the number of nights, the instrument, and the lunar phase. List objects, coordinates, and 
magnitudes (or surface brightness, if appropriate) in the Target Tables section below (required for queue 
and Gemini runs).

Our sample of compact elliptical galaxies are, because of their high surface brightness, the easiest 
spectroscopic targets a t a  given magnitude. They are essentially unresolved, and a t the typical 
apparent magnitude of r  =  18.5, spectra can be obtained a t the KPNO 4m in approximately 40 
minute exposures using RCSpec with the KPC-10A grating in first order. The high throughput in 
the blue allows good coverage from 3800A to 7900A, which ensures good cross-correlation redshifts 
a t the resulting signal-to-noise of approximately 10 a t 5000A Allowing time in twilight for radial- 
velocity and flux standards, we can obtain spectra for all 13 candidates in a  single night.

Instrum ent Configuration

Filters: Slit: 1” Fiber cable:
Grating/grism: K P C -1 0 A  Multislit: no Corrector:
Order: 1 A , tart: 3600 Collimator:
Cross disperser: Am j :  7700 Atmos, disp. corr.: yes

R .A . range o f principal targets (hours): 10 to  15 

D ec. range o f  principal targets (degrees): -2 to  31

Special Instrum ent R equirem ents Describe briefly any special or non-standard usage of instru
mentation.

N O A O  observing proposal macros v2.16.
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b. Sample of Data Retrieval Technique

#!/usr/bin/python

########################

# TITLE: html_post_for_appendix_in_thesis_v2.py

# AUTHOR: russell lego

# DATE: 2019-02-06

# PURPOSE: To post queries to the WSA server to return data from catalog

########################

# Importing Modules

import urllib 

import urllib2

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

# Defining Constants

url_for_wsa_server = 'http://surveys.roe.ac.uk:8080/wsa/WSASQL'

sq lq u e ry -p a rtl = '"SELECT 

las.ra, 

las.dec,

http://surveys.roe.ac.uk:8080/wsa/WSASQL'


las.pGalaxy, 

las.pStar, 

las.yAperMag3, 

las.yAperMag3Err, 

las.j_lAperMag3, 

las .j_ 1 AperMag3 Err, 

las.hAperMag3, 

las.hAperMag3 Err, 

las.kAperMag3, 

las.kAperMag3Err, 

las.yppErrBits, 

las.jlppErrBits, 

las.hppErrBits, 

las.kppErrBits, 

pho.OBJID 

FROM 

lasSource AS las, 

BestDR7..PhotoObj AS pho 

left outer join 

BestDR7..specObj AS spec 

on pho.ObjID = spec.BestObjID, 

lasSourceXDR7PhotoObj AS x 

WHERE 

masterObjlD = las.sourcelD 

AND slaveObjID = pho.ObjID



AND distanceMins < 0.033333 

AND sdssPrimary = 1 

AND

sql_query_part_2 = )

AND distanceMins IN 

(

SELECT

MIN(distanceMins)

FROM 

lasSourceXDR7PhotoObj 

WHERE 

masterObjID = x.masterObjID 

AND sdssPrimary = 1

coordinate_file_path = 'gobble_one.txt' 

coordinate file object = open(coordinate_file_path, 'r') 

coordinatearray = coordinate_file_object.readlines() 

coordinate_file_obj ect.close()

# Performing Work
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sql_qiiery_aiTay=[]

for i in range(0, len(coordinate array)):

sql_query_array.append(sql_query_part_l + coordinate_array[i] + sql_query_part_2)

for j in range(0, len(sql_query_array)): 

print * 50

print 'Here is the query for batch # : {0}'.format(str(j))

print * 50

print sql_query_array[j]

print '*' * 50

inputs^ {'formaction' ffreeformVdatabase' :'UKIDSSDR8PLUS',\

'sqlstmt':sql_query_array|j],'emailAddress':'gameguyr@gmail.com',\ 

'format':'FITSVcompress':'NONE','rows':'30Vtimeout':'3600'} 

encodedlnputs = urllib.urlencode(inputs) 

request = urllib2.Request(url_for_wsa_server, encodedlnputs)

^Connection = urllib2.urlopen(request) 

retumedHTML = fConnection.read() 

soup = BeautifulSoup(retumedHTML) 

url4fits = soup.a['href] 

index4fits = url4fits.find('results') 

fits = url4fits[index4fits:] 

urllib.urlretrieve(url4fits, fits)
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########################

# TITLE: gobble_one.txt

# AUTHOR: russell lego

# DATE: 2019-02-06

# PURPOSE: to hold all of the coordinates that outline all host galaxies 

########################

(las.ra BETWEEN 42.924613 AND 43.043108 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.895525 
AND -0.777043)

(las.ra BETWEEN 51.650281 AND 51.724127 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.863453 
AND -0.789615)

(las.ra BETWEEN 2.946717 AND 3.104049 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.493879 AND - 
0.336551)

(las.ra BETWEEN 7.729480 AND 7.871286 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.478239 AND - 
0.336436)

(las.ra BETWEEN 17.959769 AND 18.112191 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.486420 
AND -0.334002)

(las.ra BETWEEN 51.281469 AND 51.354048 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.445327 
AND -0.372749)

(las.ra BETWEEN 42.143418 AND 42.253431 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.164187 
AND -0.054174)

(las.ra BETWEEN 43.728918 AND 43.826056 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.211079 
AND-0.113941)

(las.ra BETWEEN 43.702862 AND 43.803091 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.213991 
AND-0.113762)

(las.ra BETWEEN 50.902285 AND 50.977996 AND las.dec BETWEEN -0.030437 
AND 0.045274)

(las.ra BETWEEN 41.651852 AND 41.747962 AND las.dec BETWEEN 0.373516 AND 
0.469624)

(las.ra BETWEEN 20.590278 AND 20.744742 AND las.dec BETWEEN 0.643939 AND 
0.798391)
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(las.ra BETWEEN 359.324130 AND 359.404729 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.171769 
AND-1.091186)

(las.ra BETWEEN 7.415504 AND 7.495685 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.275030 AND - 
1.194868)

(las.ra BETWEEN 14.039825 AND 14.113640 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.171438 
AND-1.097637)

(las.ra BETWEEN 15.676816 AND 15.837585 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.191332 
A N D -1.030594)

(las.ra BETWEEN 15.990868 AND 16.149106 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.154102 
AND -0.995892)

(las.ra BETWEEN 21.269766 AND 21.427423 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.273586 
A N D -1.115963)

(las.ra BETWEEN 21.433565 AND 21.587344 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.302484 
AND-1.148740)

(las.ra BETWEEN 21.576505 AND 21.715256 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.182369 
AND -1.043645)

(las.ra BETWEEN 21.801832 AND 21.997310 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.202825 
A N D -1.007383)

(las.ra BETWEEN 21.849501 AND 22.008901 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.219270 
AND -1.059902)

(las.ra BETWEEN 22.352994 AND 22.513556 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.321686 
AND-1.161162)

(las.ra BETWEEN 23.416810 AND 23.603743 AND las.dec BETWEEN -1.169209 
AND -0.982308
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c. Confirming the Source

During the observation run at KPNO we had unusually bad conditions atop the 

mountain. With winds threatening to shut down the telescope operation, our research 

group was forced to act swiftly and capture as many photons from our target sources as 

we could. During the haste, we forgot to record an image from the guide camera so that 

we could indeed confirm that the M104 candidate source we wanted to observe was in 

fact what we were observing. Due to this unfortunate circumstance, we were left with the 

images taken and our ingenuity to confirm the source. When taking the spectral images 

for the M104 candidate, a spectroscopic slit was used to direct the light of the intended 

source down into the spectrograph which then spreads then light down onto the CCD. 

This is all normal for taking spectra of sources. By chance, the slit was oriented in such a 

way that it captured the light from 2 other sources including the intended source. This is 

seen in Figure 7 by the bright horizontal band in the center of the image (the intended 

source), a fainter band almost at the top of the image (source A), and an even fainter band 

below about halfway between the intended source and the bottom of the image (source 

B). By using the specifications of optical instruments used during the observation we 

were able to get a scale resolution of 0.69 arc seconds per pixel for the images taken. 

http://www-kpnoJcpnojioao.edU/manuals/12mspect/node7.html#factsccds

Armed with this knowledge we now had an angular separation between the 3 sources 

recorded on the image. Our approach was basically to obtain angular coordinates of all

http://www-kpnoJcpnojioao.edU/manuals/12mspect/node7.html%23factsccds
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the objects that would have been present within the field of view of the 4-meter telescope, 

compare these coordinates with our angular separation we obtained from the M104 

candidate combined exposure, and then programmatically iterate through all the different 

combinations until we got a match. We actually could have used SQL to query against 

SkyServer’s catalog to obtain these coordinates just like how we obtained the original 

data set that was combed through to sift out the candidate objects. It just so happened 

that the SDSS’s footprint was a little scarce in this particular territory of the sky, as seen 

in Figure 15, and we were unable to proceed in this fashion. More simply, there were no 

objects in the catalog in this region of the sky. In order to pin down the exact source that 

the telescope was pointed at, we needed some raw images and contruct the coordinates of 

the source sin the images ourselves. We again turned to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

(SDSS) for the supplementary raw images. 

https://drl2.sdss.org/fields/name?name=ml04

https://drl2.sdss.org/fields/name?name=ml04
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. #  ^ 09 .39886 ,-11 ,62172]

Figure 15. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey footprint surrounding the region o f the sky around M l 04. This image shows 
the absence o f recorded photometric objects in the catalog. This played a major role in explaining why we could not 
obtain angular coordinates for sources in this region.


